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Tax refund
equals
tax relief

Chien
wins big

Elva Casas
Staff Writer

Adriana Vargas
Assistant News Editor

M

oney
back
into
American
pockets
and into the economy-- that's the goal for the stimulus plan that was signed into law
by President George W. Bush on
Feb. 13, 2008.
"Our overall economy has
grown for six straight years -- but
that growth has clearly slowed,"
Bush said, explaining the reasoning behind the stimulus package.

Y

"The bill provides individual tax relief in the
form of tax rebates."
In Jan. 2007, about 17,000
jobs were cut, according to the

United States Department of
Labor.
The rebates are based on
2007 income taxing and individuals who qualify don't have to do
anything other than file their
taxes, according · to the Internal
Revenue Services (IRS).
"The bill provides individual
tax relief in the form of tax
rebates. These rebates will amount
to as much as $600 for individuals
and $1 ,200 for married couples,
with additional rebates for families with children," Bush added.
People earning too little to
pay taxes, but at least $3,000 including elderly people whose
only income is from Social
Security and veterans who live on
disability payments -will get $300
if single, and $600 if a couple,
according to the Associated Press
(AP).

"The bill I'm signing today is
large enough to have an impact -amounting to more than $152 billion this year, or about one percent
of gross domestic product
(GDP)," said Bush. "The bill provides temporary tax incentives for
businesses to make investments in
their companies so that we create
new jobs this year."
The bill also includes housing
Continued on Pg. 3
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A deal has been reached to tentatively end the writers' strike after 101 days. The strike cost the. local economy $3.2 billion.

Writers' strike ends
Ken Dillard
Copy Editor/Staff Writer
deal is in place, union
.members have voted
and a new contract is set
to be ratified.
After 101 days, the Writer's
Guild of America (WGA) has
finally lifted their strike.
The WGA decided to strike
because members were angered
over being cut out of new media
revenues.
Created entertainment has
'
s4ifted towards
the Internet in the
forms of streaming episodes on
network websites and downloadable episodes through third parties
like Apple's iTunes software.
Under the previous contract,
producers and networks were not
required to share new revenue
streams with writers.
According to the Los Angeles

A

Economic Development program, delivery, writers will lead the way
the strike has cost the local econo- as TV migrates to the Internet and
my $3.2 billion in lost wages and platforms for new media are devel- .
revenue.
oped," Verrone said.
While most media reports
The end of the strike signals a
focused on the writers and actors new era in television development
who were not working, nearly · but there are still questions that
every career in the
need
to
be
television indus- wr'h.
.k answered about
try
has
been
.. ' lS was not a stn e current TV shows.
severely impact- we wanted, but one we The strike put a
ed.
had to conduct .. " hold on 1he devel"This was tlot
opment of almost
a strike we wantevery popular proed, but one we had to conduct in gram on TV, with the exception of
order to win jurisdiction and estab- some reality-based shows.
Some shows had enough
!ish appropriate residuals for writing in new media and on the episodes already filmed to begin
Internet," said WGA West airing at their normal season debut
President Patrie Verrone in a press dates. Others retnain iil limbo.
release.
Some newer shows have even
"Those advances now give us been cancelled altogether.
a footho ld in the digital age.
' ABC 's "Lost," one of the
Rather than being shut out of the most-watched dramas on TV, had
future of content creation and ·half of its 16-episode fourth season

filmed as the strike began.
Those eight episodes began
airing in late January. With only
five of those completed episodes
remaining, the creators of "Lost"
now find themselves a bit behind.
Executive Producers and writers Damon Lindelof and Carlton
Cuse told the Los Angeles Times
that they plan to begin working
with their staff of writers to produce five more new episodes for
this season, leaving them three
short of their original goal.
"We will condense our storytelling, but we don't think that will
be a bad thing," Cuse said. "We
couldn't be more excited to be
back."
Lindelof and Cuse said that
the three missing hours from this
season will be added to the following two seasons of 16 episodes
each, after which the series will
Continued 011 Pg. 2

uchin
Chien
is
described as humble,
. dedicated and conscientious by her colleagues.
On Feb. 14, Chien, a CSUSB
psychology professor and the
associate chair of the psychology
department, was named the un iversity's "Outstanding Professor"
for 2008.
Chien received the announcement in an "ambush" from
CSUSB President Albert Karnig
and past award winners during her
class.
"She is meaningful in experimental psychology, meaningful in
research and magnificent in what
she does," Karnig said to.a room
full of students and fellow professors.
"Thank you so much, thank
you so much," Chien humbly
repeated after being ambush~td
with the announcement.
"She excels in public service
and serves on a number of committees," Karnig added. "She has
17 major publications and 30 plus
papers."
"She actually cares about us,"
Dora Mejia, CSUSB student said
about Chien.
"She is fu!llly when she teaches you," Lpni Lewis, CSUSB student added about Chien.
"She is the most conscientious person, I'Ve ever known,"
Joanna Worthley, Psychology
Department Chair and personal
friend said. "She is a loyal, loyal,
loyal friend and loves her students."
A selection committee of six
members, one member per college, plus the chair, chose from a
pool of five to l 0 nominees, after
reviewing the candidates' studentevaluations, according to Jiggs
·Gallagher, CSUSB Public Affairs
and Media Specialist.
The .process took three
months to pick a winner.
"These are always fun ... it's a
happy time," Karnig said amongst
Continued on Pg. 3

Fourth school .shooting in week kills five

have been a student at another
school. Grady said that police
knew of no motive for the shoott least five people were ing. Grady would not name the
killed and another 18 gunman.
wounded when a gun- '
According to Paul Sundstrom,
man shot 22 people on the campus one of the 150 to 200 students in
of Northern Illinois University the geography class when the
(NIU) and then fatally shot himself shooting took place said the man
· last Thursday.
entered the room from the back,
The gunman, 'dressed in bla<?k, behind the professor, and began
was armed with a shotgun and two shooting without saying a word.
handguns when he opened fire
"He just walked in and started
from a stage in a lecture hall.
shooting at. people randomly,"
"Some girl got hit in the eye, a Sundstom said. "I crawled out to
guy got hit in the leg," NIU senior the main aisle, then just got up and
George Gaynor said.'
ran and turned around and saw him
According to NIU Police shooting."
Chief Donald Grady, the man was
According to the Associated
not a student at NIU, but could Press (AP), the school had previMelanie Hunter
A & E Assistant Editor

A

Courtesy of wpr.org

U.S. flag flies at half mast for those lost in the school shootings.

ously closed for one day during
finals week in December after
campus police found threats
including racial slurs and references to the Virginia Tech shootings.
The campus was re-opened
shortly after police determined no
imminent threat.
The shooting at NTU was the
fourth at a U.S. school within a
week.
On Feb. 8, a woman shot two
fellow students to death before
committing suicide at Louisiana
Technical College in Baton Rouge.
In Memphis, Tenn., a 17-yearold was accused of shooting and
critically wounding a fellow student during a high school gym

class, and the 15-year-old victim
of a shooting at an Oxnard, Calif.,
junior high school has been
declared brain dead.
CSUSB University Police
Chief Jim Brown said that
University Police will continue to

"He just walked in and
started shooting at
people randomly, "
carry on with their normal patrol
shifts and utilize the security program that is already in effect.
"I don't have an .answer for
why these shooting keep happening. Each situation and each
school is different," Brown said.
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Campaign contributioils raise tensions
Stephanie Salvador
Staff Writer
Democratic Presidential candidate Sen. Hillary Clinton made g
personal contribution of$5 million
of her personal money in late
January to help fund her campaign.
"I loaned the campaign $5
million from my money," Clinton
said of her · personal donation. "I
did it because I believe very
strongly in this campaign, and we
had a great month fund-raising in
January, broke all our records. But
my opponent was able to raise
more money and we intend to be
competitive."
In January, Sen. Barack
Obama raised a record breaking
$32 million for his camp.aign.
His campaign mainly depends
on small public dollar donations.
Clinton, who depends mainly
on wealthy contributors, raised
$13.5 million for her campaign.
Individual contributors can
only donate a maximum of$2,300,
according to the Associated Press
(AP).
.
Obama has criticized her contribution, noting that she 'hid the
contribution from the public until
after Super Tuesday.
He has demanded that she
release her tax returns to the public, according to the AP.
"I think the American people
deserve to know where you get
your income from," said Obama.
Hillary has responded by saying she will only release her tax
return records 'if she becomes the
Democratic Presidential nominee.
"Hillary Clinton should not be
excluded from being able to put in
her own money for her own campaign. Barack Obama doesn't have
the personal money to back him-

Continued:

Writers reach
tentative deal
end.
When "Grey's Anatomy"
returns with new episodes in the
spring, it will take over ABC's 9
p.m. slot on Thursdays, pushing
"Lost" to 10 p.m.
,
Like "Lost,'! Fox's hit drama
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self up the way that Clinton does,"
CSUSB political science major
Jarrod Meador said.
According
to
Clinton
spokesperson, Howard Wolfson,
the contribution has proved to be
beneficial for Clinton because it
has been a catalyst in raising more
money from the public.
As of Feb. 1, Clinton's campaign has raised $10 mill.ion from
online donations, $8.4 million of
which have been collected after
Super Tuesday.
"A presidential nominee needs
money to put into her campaign to
promote her i<;leas. If she wants to
be heard she needs to advertise and
it costs money to do all of that,"
said CSUSB student Adrian
Pacheco. "She simply did what she
had to do."
CSUSB student Kristina
Heredia agreed, "It is good that she
got her word out by using her personal money."
Wolfson explained that in
February, the Clinton campaign
has been successful in coming
close to "closing the gap" in the
amount of money raised by the two
Democratic candidates.
On Feb. 6, when the news was
released of her personal donation,
the Clinton campaign sent an email to her supporters urging them
to donate a little more.
The Clinton campaign's goal
was to raise $3 million three days
in an attempt to match the amount
of money Obama had raised.
"Now we must keep that
momentum going. You have sustained me throughout this journey,
and I am calling on you again to
give our campaign the resources
we need to win critical upcoming
races," Clinton said in an email.
Clinton was first elected to the
U.S. Senate in 2000.
"House" is also expected to shoot
more new episodes to add to this
season.
According to. tvguide.com,
"House" will air four completely
new episodes in April and May:
CBS's "Two and a Half Men" and
"CSI" will return with nine new
episodes on March 17 and six new
episodes on April 3, respectively.
Casualties of the strike
include ABC's "Big Shots,''
NBC's "Bionic Woman," and
CBS 's "Cane."
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Hillary Clinton made a personal contribution of $5 million of her personal money in late January to
help fund her campaign.

Latino vote at record high
Elsa Escarcega
Staff Writer
Latino voters set records during California 's Super Tuesday
primary election this year.
Democratic Latino votes doubled this year compared to the
2000 elections, according to the
Associated Press (AP).
For the first time, Latinos performed as well as any other ethnic
group in a statewide election.
Democrats nearly doubled
their turnout from 2000 and 2004.
The turnout was stronger
es'pecially for the Democrats
because . Latinos represented 30
percent of Super Tuesday's
Democratic voters in California,
according to the AP.
Senator Hillary Clinton won
67 percent of the Latino vote and
Senator Barack Obama received
37 percent.
"Maybe this has to do with the
performance of President Clinton
during his term," CSUSB student
Ligaya Malones said.

· · f'(Latinos) are not satisfied
with the Bush administration,"
Malones added.
According to the AP, Latinos
also matched their percentage
among California adults, suggesting the state's fast-growing Latino
population is being reflected at the
polls.
"Immigration is a big issue for
the Hispanic community, and that
is probably why the Hispanic population has been vofing more these
past elections," CSUSB student
Biniam Berhane said.
"1 have seen a lot more politics on the Hispanic networks .and
they talk about things 'that concern
Hispanics," CSUSB student
Jenifer Rosas said.
"I think (Latinos) are looking
for a change and they might think
that the new president is going to
help thejr community," CSUSB
student Zujhey Siqueiro said.
Latinos made up 13 percent of
the Republican turnout, which is
also a record, according to the AP.
Sen. John Me Cain won 39

percent· of the Latino vote while
Mitt Romney got 27 percent.
In 2004 Latinos represented 5
percent of the Republican vote.
"Many Latino Republicans
may have connected with McCain
because of his moderate position
on immigration and his compelling
life story as a fanner prisoner of
war," GOP state spokesman
Hector Barajas said to the,AP.
"I think Latinos are tired of
the Republicans being in the house
and I feel their vote increase is
good for them," CSUSB student
lngnd Oprea said.
"Tuesday's Latino turnout was
even higher than it was .two years
ago when Antonio Villaraigosa
became Los Angeles' first Latino
mayor of modern times," said Ace
Smith, Clinton's California campaign manager, in an AP report.
Others said Latino GOP participation may only have seemed
higher because of the lack of
enthusiasm
among
white
Republicans for their party's candidates.
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Just Listed
1 bedroom 1 bath condo
w/loft. Minutes from Cal
State. Ask about special
loan for students $162,000
+ 2000 allowance. Pamela
909-952-0870, Janna 909583-9642 Tarbell Realtors.

Room for Rent
Female preferred. Close to
CSUSB, new home, furnished room. Utilities and
Wireless Internet included.
No smoking , no pets.
$495/month .. 951-203-6346.
5764 N. Louise St. San
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California State University, San Bernardino
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. 5500 University Parkway .
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House for Rent
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Bernardino, 3 bedroom/2
bath, swimming pool.
$2000.00/mo. H~mid 909754-4947.
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CSUSB student Bianiam Berhane feels that because immigration is a big issue for the Hispanic commu-

nity, the Hispanic population has been voting more these past elections.
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Magdalen Lumpkin
·Staff Writer

Elva Casas/Chronicle

The government hopes Americans will view the refund as more
cash in their pockets.
Continued:
but of the collective wisdom of the
American people," said Bush.
.
"Shopkeepers, farmers, laborers, entrepreneurs in the private
sector have given us the most -the strongest and most resilient
."rescue" funds. It allows more economic system in the world."
subprime mortgage holders to refiA ;ecent poll indicates that
nance into federally insured loans most people have other plans for
by raising the limit on Federal their rebate checks. Forty-five perHousing Administration loans · cent said they planned to pay off
from $362,790 to as high as bills, while 32 percent said they
$729,750 in expensive areas, would save or invest their money.
according to the AP.
Only 19 percent said they
Starting in May, the Treasury would spend their rebates, accordwill begin sending refunds to more ing to an AP report.
than 130 million individuals. The
"I'm a person who likes to
payments will go out through the save her money. When I receive
late spring and summer, according my IRS refund back I will put it in
to the IRS.
my savings account," CSUSB
"Helping
our
economy freshman Veronica Seely said.
requires us to take action, it is "Hopefully I'll be able to save my
equally important that we not rebate check also but only until
overreac't. Our economic success summer. I'm planning on buying a
is not the result of the wisdom of car, which will help put money
politicians in Washington, D.C. -- back into the economy."

Stimulus
plan signed

This spring quarter, CSUSB 's
Palm Desert Campus is offering a
new online program designed for
people who have been out of
school for many years and wish to
return.
"There are more employment
opportunities in the fields of math
and science. The people who have
great exposure in those specialties
find work and are able to teach
others of their knowledge and
experiences," said Dennis Lamey,
a CSUSB Palm Desert Campus
faculty ·member.
The Palm Desert campu s
offers a fast track with an optional
online vocational teacher-training
program.
Anyone is eligible for open
enrollment.
Applications are currently
being accepted by mail, email or in
person.
About 75 students per quarter
are accepted into the program.
The requirements are that a
person must have 5 years of experjence in a specific occupation and
would yearn for the opportunity to
display their knowledge and experiences with other adults.
People who are interested in
joining this program .can get an
application by downloading it at
csusb.edu.
A hard copy may be picked up
at CSUSB 's main campus as well.
The Palm Desert campus
offers three classes per quarter for
the online teacher-training program and six classes have to be
taken to receive the certificate.

"We prefer the applications to
be turned in in person so we can
see the applicant and answer any
questions the applicant has," said
Lamey.
Businesses may also join the
program to learn new methodologies and computer applications for
their personal training programs
they host, according to Mike
Singer, a representative of Public
Affairs.
This program has been running for three years and it costs the
standard undergraduate fees.
Tuition waivers are available
for qualifying applicants if finan- _
cial assistance is needed ..
"There are about 40 percent of
enrollees that receive the tuition
wavier," said Lamey.
The courses that the training
program offers are intended to prepare members so they can teach in
community programs such as adult
school, community colleges and
the
California
Regional
Occupation Prdgrams.
"The vocational program is
now referred to as career technic~)
training. The majority of our students are retired an~ are looking to
start something new, like teaching," said Lamey.
"A number of them do fmd
employment in ROP programs,
junior colleges, academies and K12 public schools in our three districts
of San
Bernardino,
Rix_erside, and Palm Springs,"
Lamey said.
For further information contact Lamey at dlarney@csusb.edu
Courtesy of pdc.csusb.edu
or Singer at msiJ1ger@csusb.edu.
Information can also be obtained CSUSB's Palm Desert campus will be offering online courses in
the· spring quarter.
by phone at (760) 341-2883.
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Chien wins

Athletic Training
• English
Counseling Psychology/MIT ·• Kinesiology
Counseling Ministry
• MBA
Education (mult. specializatiot1s) • MPA
Disabilities Studies (comingsoen) • Music
Forensic Psychology
• Nursing
Teaching and Administrative Credentials

Attend an upcoming
Information Sessioq!

Monday, March 24th
5:30PM
Monday, April 14th
5:30PM

Continued:

the ra-ised excitement.
Chien has taught at CSUSB
since 1989, after being an adjunct
professor at UC Irvine.
According to a CSUSB press
release, Chien "has done research
on children and language acquisition in various cultures. Other
areas of particular interest include
psycholinguistics and psychological statistics."
Chien earned a Ph.D. and
Master of Science degrees in
developmental psychology from
Cornell and a bachelor of science
in psychology from National
Chengchi University in Taiwan.
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CBU Riverside Campus
8432 Magnolia Avenue
Riverside, California 92504

Acbu
Rise above the ordinary!
Call CBU Graduate Admissions today

866. 7676.CBU
Courtesy of Robert Whitehead

www.calbaptist.edu/GRAD

CSUSB President Karnig congratulates psychology professor
Yuchin Chien after "ambushing" her with the news of her win.
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'Yotes pucker up for iPods
would each win the iPod.
The contest began at 1 p.m.
Coyote Radio was in attendance
Sweethearts were not the only playing music while the contestones to be shown love this ants stood bent over.
Valentine's Day.
One by one, couples dropped
. CSUSB students were kissing their cases and were eliminated.
iPods this Valentine's Day as the
After almost 60 minutes, only.
Coyote Bookstore held its first · one couple was left.
"Kiss It & Win It" competition.
CSUSB students Shaui Zhang
Twenty-seven pairs of con- and Lanyi Peng lasted the longest ·
testants filled the literature section and each took home an iPod Nano.
of the Coyote Bookstore, as the
The iPod Nanos, each worth
rules were explained to them.
$149, were sponsored by both
Contestants had to stand 3 feet Apple and Coyote Bookstore.
across from each other, and then
All contestants received a bag
lean in as they held an iPod Nano of Hershey's Kissables.
case between their lips using no
Originally a competition from
other part of their bodies.
CSU Fullerton that was later publiThe couple who held the case cized in a YouTube video, Coyote
·
between their lips the longest Bookstore marketing and special
Nick De Leon
Campus News Editor

Courtesy of Coyote

Book~tore

Participants holding an iPod nano case between 'their lips.

events coordinator Scott Earl
began working on the event as
early as ovember of last year.
"I watched the video and ·
made up_the rules l felt necessary
to .make up," Earl said. "We were
going to do it outside, but the wind
was playing havoc."
Before the event, Earl
received questions about the bookstore's preferences in the gender of
the contestants; prompting Earl to
assure that there is none considering that there is no actual lip contact.
Earl hopes that the bookstore
can tum the contest into a traditional event, though hopefully it
would last longer and weather conCourtesy of Coyote Bookstore
ditions would be better.
Winners Shuai Zhang and
Lanyi Peng posing with iPods.

Depression relief tips offered by
CSUSB S Lambda Theta Alpha
Shantal Anderson
Staff Writer
The ladies of Lambda Theta
Alpha partnered with Counselor
Bridget Tucker from the Student
Health Center, presented a workshop on how to deal with stress,
dysthmia and depression on Wed,
Feb. 13.
Tucker talked about ways to
analyze sleep patterns, develop
relaxation techniques and exercise
stress.
"Eight hours of sleep are necessary to function productively,"
Tucker said. "Poor sleep habits
during childhood and adolescence
are enough to create chronic stress
and damage your biological systems."
Tucker said that having bad

sleep patterns, like not getting
enough sleep, create the most
depressive symptoms.
Sleeping a lot, not sleeping
enough, having a change of
appetite, forgetting to eat, or waking up in the middle of the night
can all be symptoms of depression
or stress, Tucker said.
Caffeine intake is a primary
cause of insomnia. Two six-ounce
cups of coffee can be enough to
diminish deep sleep. Caffeine
increases anxiety, making it difficult to get enough sleep.
Without the prop of caffeine,
tiredness can increase, Tucker said.
The best solution to that is to
increase outdoor exercise.
"Walking in the sunshine is a
natural stimulant," said Tucker.
Tucker also talked about how

alcohol is a known depressant and
how it negatively affects the brain.
The chemicals in alcohol
decrease your time spent in deep
sleep.
Tucker explained how it's a
good idea to abruptly stop drug
and alcohol use and to check in
with the health center and work
with a medical staff.
Tucker gave some suggestions
on relaxation techniques, for
instance, developing a routine that
eliminates stressful interactions in

ety that accompanies depression,"
Tucker said.
As a reminder, Tucker tells the
students to slow their breathing
down to relax more. Putting your
hands on our stomach and taking
deep breaths slows breathing.
Although difficult in the
beginning, it's easy to accomplish
once you do it repeatedly.
The students enjoyed the
depression and stress workshop.
· "I really liked the fact that she
touched upon all factors which

the hours before bed.
Also, performing lengthy,
non-strenuous and exercise is a
good way to eliminate stress
,
before bedtime.
"Dancing, rocking, even knitting or crocheting are rhYthmic
activities that may lower the anxi-

contribute to stress and depression," said student Lizette Garcia.
"Something that I learned is
that even though I am stressing and
have a lot on my plate, as long as I
have my inner voice telling me to
be strong, I will be okay," Yesenia
Martinez said.

Gender perspectives offered to
CSUSB students in capstOne
Nick De Leon
Campus News Editor
CSUSB students are expanding their perspectives on gender.
The Perspectives on Gender
course at CSUSB, called "Male
Bashing 101 " by some, has proven
to be one of the most talked about
and controversial courses offered
by the university.
According to the CSUSB
class catalog, Perspectives on
Gender is .a course that combines
perspectives from three academic
disciplines (Humanities, Natural
Sciences and Social Sciences) in
order to develop an understanding
of how gender roles in the United
States are established, maintained
and changed.
Professor Scott Rodriguez is
one of a group of professors who
have instructed the course from
time to time in past quarters.
Rodriguez gave just a few
common misconceptions that
some students, usually from ones
who have yet to take the class in
the first place, have had about the
course, as well as the truth behind
them:
1'Some students have felt that
they have no choice in taking the
course since it is one oftheir general education requirements which
just isn't true," Rodriguez said.
Rodriguez explained that
Perspectives on Gender fulfill s
two general education capstone
requirements at the same time,
which makes it the most appealing
for students, but there are other
options for students.
According to CSUSB general
education requirements, the course
does meet both the Humanities or
Social and Behavioral Sciences

integrative capstone (depending
on which discipline they take it in)
as well as Multicultural/Gender
capstone requirement.
Perspectives on Gender isn't
the only course that can be taken
to meet more than one capstone
requirement, considering that such
courses as Race and Racism, The
Origin and Contemporary Role of
Latino Culture and several more
within both Humanities and Social
& Behavioral Science can be taken
instead.
Rodriguez also said that some
students have felt that the course
takes only one perspective.
"The course is taught by three
instructors, each of which come

from the three academic disciplines with their own views of
gender from a humanistic, scientific and social perspective. It
would be impossible to have only
one perspective in the course. The
point of the course is the ' s' in
'perspectives'," Rodriguez said.
Sitting in on a Perspectives on
Gender class, one would see that
the course does not full short in
enrollment each quarter despite
such occurrences as student boycotts of the course, nor were there
uncomfortable or disapproving
students throughout.
This winter quarter, much like
past quarters, the lecture-sized
classroom in Yasuda Center for
'Extended Education is filled with
students sharing their personal
perspectives on what gender
means to them while such professors as Geraldine Stahly, Laura
Sosa and Angela Asbell listen
attentively.
Stahly, Sosa and Asbell represent the Social Science, Natural
Science and Humanities department respectively.
The instructors have touched
upon such topics as the biological
differences between genders, and
the influence of gender in language and names.
Rodriguez believes the course
is not for students who are not in
the business of learning nor go ing
into· the course unwilling to open
their minds to new perspectives.
He also feels that any boycotts in regards to the course has
done nothing but make it better
since it gets people to take a better
look at the course, and it ensures
that those who are uninterested in
its views will not enroll and leave
seats open for those who are.

Courtesy of Brenda Hernandez

Bridget Tucker, a counselor from the Student Health Center.
"One interesting thing she
shared was the fact that having a
bond with other women helps us
deal with stress and depression,"
said Gricelda Chavez. " For that
reason, I am thankful that I have
friends that are always there to
cheer me up when needed."

As a final remainder to the
workshop, Tucker left the girls
with an inspirational message.
"I(you dream and remember
them, you are getting a good
sleep.," she said. "If . you know
your dreams then you kr?ow your
life."

Courtesy of CSUSB Public

Affairs
It's tax season again, and Cal
State San Bernardino 's Volunteer
Income Tax Assistance program,
better known as VITA, is back.
Throughout this tax season,
local low-income residents who
earned less than $60,000 last year
and those who are elderly or disabled are eligible for free income
tax preparation thanks to the VITA
program presented by CSUSB 's
College of Business and Public
Administration's accounting students and sponsored by the U.S .
Internal Revenue Service and the
state Franchise Tax Board.
Free tax assistance will be
available at the Cal State San
Bernardino campus Mondays and
Wednesdays through March 12
from 2-5 p.m. on the fourth floor
of Jack Brown Hall.
· In addition, the VITA program
will be offered Fridays through
Aprilll , from 10 a.m. to 4 p.m. at
Arrowhead Credit Union branches
in San Bernardino (421 N. Sierra
Way), Riverside (1 1150 Magnolia
Ave.), a'tld a new location in
Mentone at the Mentone Senior
Center and Library (133 1 Opal
Ave.).
These locations will be closed
on Feb. 15 and 16 in observance of
the President's Day holiday.
On Saturdays beginning Feb.
9 through April12 from 10 a.m. to
4 p.m., VITA volunteers will be in
San Bernardino at the Norman F.
Feldheym Central Library (555 W.
Sixth St.) and the Paul Villasenor
Branch Library (525 N. Mt.
Rancbo
Vernon
Ave.);
in
Cucamonga at the Northtown
Community Center (10071 Feron
Blvd.); and in Fontana at the
Fontana Boys & Girls Club (7723
Almeria Ave.).

Tax preparers in
essary.
program are students· who have
Students have been trained to
completed basic, intermediate and prepare basic tax returns including
advanced level training in income itemized deductions, retirement
tax preparation.
income and sales of corporate
Although most of the students stock. Assistance will also be
are in the accounting field, the pro- available for those who are eligible
gram welcomes students fro m for earned income tax credit, eduother disciplines as well.
cation credit, dependent care credThe students receive college it and child tax credit. Volunteers
credit, provide a valuable commu- are not able to prepare tax returns
nity service, and obtain significant for nonresidents, small business
knowledge and experience that owners, owners of rental properthey can apply in their profession- ties or those who are married, filal and personal lives.
ing separately.
"For students who plan to
This year, the Arrowhead
become accountants, this looks United Way bas joined the VITA
very good on their resumes," says program and the Inland Empire
Janet Courts, lecturer at CSUSB's United Way Pathways Program to
accounting and finance department empower the underserved, lowand chief coordinator of the VITA income communities through eduprogram.
cation.
In order to prepare tax returns,
For additional information,
participants will be required to please visit the V ITA Web site at
show Social Security cards for the www.cbpa.csusb.edu/vita or by etaxpayer, spouse and all depend- mail to vita@csusb.edu, or contact
ents for identification purposes. Janet Courts at (909) 537-3992.
There are no exceptions to this
For more information about
rule. Taxpayers must also bring W- Cal State San Bernardino, contact
2s, 1099s and other pertinent tax the university's Office of Public
documents and must be present to Affairs at (909) 537-5007 and visit
sign returns.
the campus news Web site at
Free electronic filing will be http://news.csusb.edu.
available. No appointment is nee-
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New dinosaurs found
Courtney Martin
Staff Writer

New species of ancient creatures are being dug up around the
w9rld.
In China, researchers discovered the fo'ssil of a tiny pterodactyl
and in northeastern Mexico, a
paleontologist found a fossilized
bill and jawbone of a new species
of a duck-billed dinosaur.
. The small pterosaur was discovered in the western part of
China's Liao~ing • province, a
region that was covered in forest
some 120 million years ago.
A pterodactyl is a pterosaur,
which were flying prehistoric reptiles. Dinosaurs have limbs that
enable them to walk rather than
fly.
Named Nemicolopterus crypticus, which means, "hidden flying
forest dweller," the new creatrne
was found by a team of researchers
led by Xiaolin Wang of the
Chinese Academy of Science,
according to abcnews.com
Wang explained that the
pterodactyl's features indicate it
fed on insects while living in the

canopies of ancient forests. Its of Natural History pa~eontologist,
beak would have been perfectly Terry Gates.
suited for grabbing bugs, while its
A duck-billed dinosaur, or
curved claws would have helped it Hadrosaur, is defined as any of a
hold onto trees, according to abc- family (Hadrosauridae) of medium~sized bipedal herbivorous
news.com.
Pterodactyls livep from the dinosaurs of the Upper Cretaceous
late
Jurassic · through
the with long flat snouts and an often
Cretaceous periods about 145 mil- crested skull.
lion to 65 million years ago.
Discoveries of this type are
Pterodactyloid fossils have . important because they help put
been found with wingspans rang- one more piece to the puzzle of
ing from two to II meters. This understanding the evolution of
makes these creatures the largest- these ancient creatures.
known flying animals.
"Anytime we can better underPaleontologist
Martha stand how things lived in the past,
Carolina Aguillon Martinez dis- we can better understand how to
covered the duck-billed dinosaur live today," said CSUSB Professor
bone when she was cleaning up W. Britt Leatham, Ph.D.
after lunch with a group of schoolStudents who are curious and
children she'd been teaching to dig interested in fossils can contact the
for bones in northeastern Mexico, . geology department. The geology
according to abcnews.com.
club here on campus offers stuThe two bones were finally dents the opportunity to learn
extracted after twelve years of dig- about fossils and dig for fossils
ging, drilling and piecing together. just above campus.
Named velafrons coahuilensis, the
FoF those student interested in
composition of its skull with a dinosaur bones, Dr. W. Britt
nose on top of its head and elon- Leatham
has a few in his office
I
gated nasal passages meant its call including a tyrannosaurus tooth.
was probably one of its most Leatham's office is located in the
unique aspects, said Utah Museum Biological Science building.

Courtney Martin/Chronicle

After millions of years, more new species of dinosaurs are being unearthed. This is an artist's rendition of the newly discovered Nemicolopterus crypticus. The artist is Chuang Zhao, and the image
was provided by Xiaolin Wang.

Low-carb diets too high risk
Steven Iacono
Staff Writer

Steven lacono/Chronicle

Complex carbohydrates keep your body and brain going, but the name of the game is moderation.

Bacon and eggs for breakfast,
a fettuce wrapped triple cheeseburger for lunch and two thick
juicy steaks for dinner. At first
glance many would think that this
sounds like the meal plan of a morbidly obese hospital patient suffering from heart disease.
But over the last 10 years the
fad of high-protein, low-carbohydrate diets have made foods like
this the vogue way to lose weight.
And, although eating foods
high in fat and protein but low in
carbohydrates has been proven to
aid in weight loss, this type of diet
may be harmful to your health, as
well as make it hard to keep the
weight off, according to Dr.
Dorothy Chen-Maynard, program
director of nutrition and food sciences at CSUSB.
A low carbohydrate diet generally puts you in a state of "ketosis," which can ultimately be hard
on your kidneys, said Maynard.

Ketosis throws off the acid-base
balance in your body, causes negative effects in brain function, and
can possibly cause changes in your
personality.
A low-carbohydrate lifestyle
can also cause other side effects
such as constipation, bad breath,
headaches, and potential vitamin
and mineral deficiencies, according to medicinenet.com.
In addition to these unwanted
side effects, a diet lacking a sufficient amount of carbohydrates
may result in only "temporary
weight loss," and will not help
maintain any long-term results,
"Low-carbohydrate diets promote fast weight loss, but it is very
hard to sustain," said Maynard.
"As soon as you go back to your
regular eating habits the weight
often returns."
Some suggestions are if you
eat white bread, switch to bread
made with stone ground wholewheat flour.
If you like to snack on crackers, choose those made with

whole-wheat, and instead of juices
made with high fructose corn
syrup drink one percent milk.
The
biggest
difference
between so called "good' carbohydrates and "bad" carbohydrates is
the amount of fiber, said Maynard.
"Instead of white bread choose
whole-wheat bread, and instead of
flour tortillas go with corn tortillas."
So, now that we know that
c~bohy<h:ates are necessary, how
much do we need?
"100 grams of carbohydrates
per day will help to avoid ketosis,'.'
Maynard said. "I recommend that
50 percent of the calories you consume come from complex carbohydrates."
This means on the basis of a
2,000 calorie diet 250 grams of
carbohydrates should be consumed per day.
Maynard added that there are
three words she uses when giving
advice on anything including diets,
and that is to keep "balance, variety, and moderation."

·.

Courtesy of www.caglecartoons.com

Dieting brings 'With it certain concerns about risks to the· health of the dieter. Whether it be iron deficiency, carbohydrate deficiency and therefore brain matter loss, or maybe, you become what you eat.
'I
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Cfii{drens' art unveiCed on campus
Jamie Murray
Staff Writer

Young children in the San
Bernardino · area will soon have
their chance to shine.
Clare Cherry School (CCS) is
a private school near CSUSB that
caters to children ages two through
sixth grade. This school places a
high priority on originality and
imagination.
.
In order to encourage the students td achieve ' extraordinary
goals the staff of CCS is coordinating an art show to be held in March
at CSUSB 's Robert V. Fullerton
Art Museum. The ·art show allows
every student to have the experience of sharing their imagination
with others.
"The kids are so proud to be in
a real art museum," said Amy

Monroe, CCS development and
marketing director.
All 145 students enrolled at
CCS have contributed their artistic
creations to the upcoming art
show. Devoted alumni of the
school have also submitted work
to be displayed.
The students have produced a
wide variety of art. Ceramic
pieces, watercolors, chalk, marker,
crayon a~d pencil drawings will all
be featured in the art show. Every
child attending CCS receives plenty of guidance when exploring
their own creative side.
The preschool students have
worked on class art projects all
year with their teachers. Denise
Dawson teaches art to the elementary students twice a week.
"The art show has been a tradition for over 20 years," Monroe

said.
CCS prides themselves on
continuing to offer "hands on
experiences for young people to
express themselves/ '
For much of the art show's·
history, the show was held on the
CCS campus. The Robert V.
Ftillerton Museum has been home
to the show for the past five years.
Traditionally, the art exhibit
has been held solely for parents,
friends and faculty of CCS. This
year, the experience is being
offered to all community members.
"The artwork our students
Q.ave created is an illustration of
our children's unbounded creativity," Monroe said.
Monroe hopes that CSUSB
students and nearby community
members will attend the art exhib-

it to be reminded of the special
aspects of childhood.
In honor of the art exhibit's
pr~miere, Monroe and several dedicated volunteers are hosting an
auction· night at the Fullerton
Museum. The annual auction is a
major fundraiser for ' the private
school.
The auction will be held on
March 13 at 5:30p.m. Tickets for
opening night are $tO.
Attendees of the auction night
are encouraged to participate in
silent and live auctions.
The silent auction includes
items such as award-winning wine
baskets from Rusack Vineyards
and personal stereos.
The art exhibit will be Qn display in the Robert V. Fullerton
Museum between March 13 and
March 16.
Courtesy of Amy Monroe

A piece of art created by a
fourth grader will be on display
at CSUSB.
The art show allows every student to have the experience of
sharing their imagination with
others.
'The artwork our students have
created is an illustration bf our
children's unbounded creativity," Clare Cherry School's
Marketing
Director
Amy
Monroe said.
The students· have produced a
wide variety of art.
Ceramic pieces, watercolors,
chalk, marker, crayon and pencil drawings will all be featured
in the art show.
The auction will be held at the
Robert V. Fullerton Museum on
March 13.

Diversifying tfle kinds of studettts who study abroad
and the countries and reg ions where they go
• over 800 scholarships available, up to $5,000 each
• $3,000 supplement available to students studying
a critical need language
• Open to U.S. undergraduates receiving Federal Pell Grants
• Fall, Spring, and Academic Year scholarships available

www.ile.oqVgilman
Spon~ored by U.S Dl'pcltltlll'rll of Sldll'.
Bureau of Educational <mel Cult1n,tl ·\ll.tir-.,
t\dministered by: Institute of lnterncHion.JI L du\...Jiion
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''Jaws'' star dead at 75
Jersey, Scheider studied at
Marshall College in Lancaster,
where he graduated as a history
major.
He later became an Air Force
veteran who debuted on stage in a
1961 production of "Romeo and
Juliet."
Three years later he moved
over to film, starting with "The
Curse of the Living Corpse" and
working seven more years before
coming to celebrity status with
supporting roles in "Klute" and
"The French Connection".
Scheider returned to the stage
in 1980, where his performance in
a production of Harold Pintr's
"Betrayal" alongside Blythe
Danner and Raul Julia earned him
the Drama League of New York
award for great performance.
Scheider continued to be in
films such as the Robert Benton's
"Still of the Night" in 1982 and
1983's John Badham action film
"Blue Thunder."
Scheider shifted from leading
men to character roles in 1990's

Tanya Tumkaya
Staff Writer
Roy Scheider, 75, who is best
known for ·his role as the Deputy
Sheriff in Jaws, died on Sunday
afternoon in Little Rock, Arkansas.
Scheider was a stage actor
with a background in classic
movies which made him one of the
leading figures in the American
film renaissance of the 1970s.
Scheider died from multiple
myeloma, a cancer of the blood
cells.
In 2004, he was diagnosed
with the cancer and underwent a
bone marrow transplant to treat the
illness in 2005.
Scheider is well known for
his major film roles in "Klute,"
where he played a'pimp alongside
Jane
Fonda,
and
William
Friedkin's 1971 film" The French
Connection."
Two years later he portrayed
Chief Martin Brody in the
Hollywood blockbuster "Jaws."
Born in 1932 in Orange, New

Fred Schepisi film "Russia House"
and 1993's "Romeo Is Bleeding".'
One of his most unforgettable
performances of his late career was
as the sinister, wisecracking Dr.
Benway in David Cronenberg's
adaptation
of William
S.
Burrough 's "Naked Lunch"
(1991).
Scheider and poet Kathy
Engle
helped
found
the
Hayground
School
in
Bridgehampton, N .Y. where
they were committed to creating an inventive, culturally
diverse learning. environment
for local children.
At the time of his death,
Scheider was occupied in a
project to build a film studio in
Florence, Italy for a series
about the history of the
Renaissance.
Scheider is survived by his
two children, Molly Mae
Scheider and Verrier Scheider, a
brother, Glenn Scheider and
three grandchildren.

Courtesy of enloyfrance.com

Roy Scheider gained national
fame for his role in the movie·
"Jaws" among many other
films and live performance .

Courtesy of mjlegend.com

25th anniversary of 'Thriller" prompts a special edition release.

Jackson still thrills in
remastered CDIDVD
Allison Whiteside
Staff Writer

Courtesy of gamespot.com

Samuel L. Jackson plays the villain and transporter hunter in the new movie "Jumper," starring alongside Hayden Christensen.

·

"Jumper" doesn 't quite jump far enough
· Vanessa Looney
Staff Writer

a frozen lake.
David goes out to fetch it and
falls into the ice. Being swallowed
under toward his death, he is
forced to discover his power of
transporting into the school's
library.
Now with the power that
every fifteen-year-old boy wishes
to have, he leaves home and starts
to rob banks, not without leaving
the occasional l.O.U. in every
bank. This of course is to leave the
good boy image to the audience.
The story skips ahead eight
years and David is rich, handsome
and making his way around the
world worry-free, until the bad
guy, performed by Samuel L. '
Jackson, finds him.
In a panic, David goes back to
his hometown and visits Millie.
He then persuades her to travel the

"Jumper" is not your typical
boy falfs for girl, the downfall, climax, and the happy ending like
you would expect aJl Valentine
weekend movies to be.
This was worse.
David Rice is your high
school loser; performed by Hayden
·
Christensen.
His mother left him when he
was five-years-old and he lives
with his dead-beat father who
gives the impression of aggression
.with a he!lvy hand.
While trying to express his
feelings to Millie, his crush performed by Rachel Bilson, he is
rudely interrupted by the high
school buJly who throws his present, which was meant for ~er, unto

MARCH
. 21

5

·(friday)

29TH

~HRU

(saturday)

world with him.
They of course fall in love in a
heart beat and then trouble arrives
again along with another character
that has his abilities.
The rest is just horrible special
effects with an equally or not
worse story line that ends off with
the setup for a sequel.
The fact that · this is a sci-fi
movie should have given the special effects team a heads-up on the
quality of how the scenes should
have been done. The quality of the
scenery, such as being on top of the
sphinx, plus the characters in it
was just bad.
· The fight scenes were
redundant with the weapons
used and you can tell that
"jumpers" weren't given the
power of strength.
The transporting from differ-·

n·o untain
@ill
High
Night
Prices
$40

Dates Running

$t4Snts/

(Co\orad~ R\ver)

BlackCa~~~nd Canyon

Kayaking, Backpacking, and MOREl
prices

starting at

S•t2.0

for students

and
SRFC members

ent locations was frustrating. Why
be here when you can go somewh~e else?
The devices that were used
in order to catch "jumpers"
from jumping from d.i fferent
spots took the feel of a light
saber.
At one point, I thought that
Samuel L. Jackson and Hayden
Christensen were going to reenact episode three from "Star
Wars" when Anakin Skywalker
took on Mace Windu. The only
thing that kept me interested in the
movie was sadly the attraction
toward Mr. Christensen.
I do not recommend seeing
this movie unless you are madly
in
Jove
with
Hayden
Christensen or the idea of him
reuniting with Samuel L.
Jackson in another sci-fi flick .

SRFC

Members

Faculty and Staff

~l~~i
Co~munity

Members

prices include
transportation,
rentals and lift
tickets
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The "King of Pop" is back
again with the world's best selling
album of all time.
The album "Thriller" was
originally released in 1982 and
was the sixth solo release bY.
Michael Jackson. In the 25 years
that the CD has been out, it has
sold an estimated 104 million
copies, according to mtv.com.
This year, ''Thriller" is being
re-released as a special TwentyFifth Anniversary Edition. It contains all of the original tracks from
· "Thriller". plus new remixes and a
previously unreleased song.
The original album produced
seven number-one singles and won
Album ofthe Year at the Gramrnys
in 1984.
The special CD also comes
with a DVD. The CD contains five
remixes of original songs and one
unreleased song from the original
recording sessions.
WilLi. Am collaborates with
Jackson on two songs, while Akon
and Fergie also have collaborations. "Billie Jean 2008" is a remix
by Kanye West.
"For All Time" is a track from
the original recording sessions for
· "Thriller."
It has been mixed and mastered by Jackson, according to
michaeljackson.com.
All of the new tracks are
almost as good as the originals.
Even the song "For All Time" is
classic Michael Jackson, but falls
short of the genius that was
"Thriller."
The first nine songs on the CD

are all the original tracks from
"Thriller." Those songs are really
all you need. ·
The entire CD was created
with the help of other musicians.
The original was produced by
Quincy Jones who has won 27
Grammys for bjs work in the
music industry.
"Beat It" was the album's
crossover rock single. The track
features Eddie Van Halen on guitar. The DVD co.ntains short films
for "Billie Jean," "Beat It," and
" Thriller."
It also contains
Jackson's performance at a
Motown television special.
In that performance, Jackson
demonstrates
his
legendary
"moonwalk." The CD's pamphlet
describes the performance as legendary and michaeljackson.com
says that it was Jackson's breakout
performance.
Even though this CD is 25
years old and has been re-released
as an anniversary edition, it is so
easy to see what makes this one of
the best albums of all time.
The songs are timeless and
remarkable. You can feel the emotion coming from Jackson's voice.
This is a classic that everyone
should own. It has yet to be surpassed as the best selling album of
all-time, and once you listen to it
you can see why. Diehard Jackson
fans now have another disc to add
to their collections.
Fans can also look forward to
new music from Jackson in the fall
of this year. His new album is produced by
Will.I.Am, who's featured on the
25th anniversary compilation.

Want to start feeling Great in 2008? Come by
the Wellness Office in the SRFC and get
important health tips to improve your
lifestyle••••for FREE! Walk-in or make an
appointment with one of our advisors online at:

and start Feeling Great in 2008!
2 .- 27-08
3-05-08 Wellness Office Hours
(N)utrition I (W)ellness I (f)itness
3-12-08 Monday:
1-4 (W)

Wednesday Nights

from
lf Ltil 11 m

Tuesday: 11-12 (W) 12-4 (N)
Wednesday: 12-2 (N) 3-5 (W) 6-8 (N)
Thursday: 12-6 (N)
Friday: 12-2 (F) 2-4 (N)
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Bart S. Alvara
Staff Writer

J .

Sharp Chinese words sliced
through the packed Pine room in
the Lower Commons whose audience listened in silence. The tight
feeling of poetry amplified the
weight of Bei Ling's words on
behalf of those killed m
Tiananmen Square.
Bei Ling, a poet essayist, has
written two books in Chinese,
"Wandering in March" and "The
Deceived," which have been translated into six different languages
and published in the Los Angeles
Times. Ling has also won numerous awards.
Ling taught at Harvard and
. Brown University and has been on,
the board at the International
Center for writing and Translation
at UC Irvine.
Ling recited his poetry in
Chinese while Julie Paegle, assistant professor of poetry, read the
poems in English.
The poems mainly reflect on
his life in China before his exile in
2000 by the Chinese government.
WhHe the poems were rich
even in English, it was his native
language that carried the gravity of
his words.
"Disaster, impassive and total.
Joins with pain that is my own,"
Ling wrote in his poem
"Memorial," a dedication to those
massacred at Tiananmen Square.
"Banishment," a more reflective poem was recited in solemn
tones to match the words, "The sky
is untiring, endless. Its strength
'
endures, dry and stoic."
Ling recited a number of

Bart S. Alvara/Chronicle

Bei Ling was exiled from China in 2000 when he was arrested for his work. He Has written several books of poetry and is tl:'le founder of the literary
which publishes works of Chinese authors and translates other writers into Chinese.
poems for an hour then opened the
floor to questions from an audience that was eager to leam·about
the inspiration and how he started
his work.
"The literary journal was just
poetry, yet after Tiananmen, I was
told to stop by the police," he said.
It was during this time that he
traveled to the then British-controlled Hong Kong and Taiwan
where he could write and promote
his work while still in China.
In 1990 Ling came to
America.

"This was the beginning of
my life in exile," Ling said. " I
made preparations to put out a
journal of literature and humanities
called "Tendency," Ling said.
The journal was made with
grants from Brown University by
way of the creative writing program.
"I would travel [to China] at
least once a ye~r," Ling said. "I
wanted to distribute my work to
the underground literary circles 1
knew."
It was this dedication to his

home and writing that incurred his
arrest by the Chinese government
in 2000.
"I knew this time it was· going
to be different, from the other
arrests," he said. "That something
more would happen."
This arrest came with a harsh
penalty- life in jail or exile to
America.
The extent of this oppressive
ordeal was described in the Los
Angeles Times article "Thank you
Warden" published Feb. 18, 2001.
In America, exiled, Ling was

deeply reflective about the experience.
"When I was first here, I was
a refugee, I needed help," Ling
said. "Now I am an immigrant. I
have learned to become selfreliant."
"Ye t, this is still not home,"
he said," I feel [after the arrest]
that part of my home (China] is
permanently changed. "
Bei Ling is scheduled to
return to Taiwan this month to continue his writing and promotion of
his underground literary work.

m~gazine

"Tendency,"

Works by Bei Ling
He has published three books:
"Wandering in March", " The
Deceived" and "Old Days." He
also has published poetry and
essays in the Los Angeles Times,
the New Republic, the New York
Times and the harvard Review.

Druins relieve stress
Stephanie Rodriguez
Staff Writer
Rhythm was in the air as the
vibrations of drums beating in harmony flowed throughout the
Union Bay, grabbing people's
attention as they walked by.
There was nothing but good
vibrations on Feb. 13 where
dozens of students and faculty participated in making music through
beating drums.
"The purpose of this event
was to get students of all ages and
backgrounds to interact a.nd reduce
stress in a positive and educational
manner," Jesse Felix, of the Adult
Re-Entry Center, said.
Different cultures have their
own form of drums or drumming
and this drum session gathered
people from different races, ethnicity and gender all together as
one.
" [Drums] are international,
easy and interactive," Felix said.
"Every culture uses music as a
mode of expression. This being the
case, we chose to use the drum in
. order to appeal to a large number
of students."

The Drum Coffee House had
many different drums such as
African, Latin, Middle Eastern and
many more.
Many activities were played
and people learned different types
of tunes and rhythms that a drum
can make.
The drums were brought by
One World Rhythm, a California
based company that ·has been
around for three years.
"[One World Rhythm is]
recreational music-making not
centered around traditional music
rhythm. [The focus is] to bring
people together and share ideas
with one another,~' Pete Ellison,
president of One World Rhythm,
said.
" [T his event] transcends
race, economic boundaries,
gender and age. It is accessible
to preschoolers, to seniors and
to adu lts. The music brin gs out
and creates energy," Elli son
said.
Many people enjoyed the
event and they were all smiles as
people beat on their different percussion instruments.
wonderful experi-

ence. I was very happy in here. It
was great to hear different beats
come t~gether as one," Minder .
Thind said. "It was really relaxing,
really diverse and really exciting."
A lot of people were able to let
their stress out and not concentrate
on other stressful thoughts while at
the event.
Not only did it remove stress,
but it also relaxed some people.
"It was a way of relieving
te·nsion between midterms.
When you made a mistake it
was all laughter an(! joy," Jo
Ann Deyon, also known as
Granny, said. "[The best part
is] when we got to p lay with
the marble rain instrument, it
sounded like summer rain."
"Students that attended this
event were able to expend some
or the energy that is created
during mid-terms," Felix said.
"We do evaluations on all
our programs and the responses
from this program were all pos"
itive . Many of the students in
attendance commented that
they would be willing to attend
this event again."

DO If YOURSELF

·wiN ·$3,000
IN CASH AND PRIZES
Students, you have homework. Make your own original TV commercial
designed to get other students to ride the Omnitrans bus. Your winning
vl.deo may not be worth class credit, but It Is worth 'serious cash. Grand
Prize: $1,000 cash, a MacBook laptop computer, free bus rides for a year,
plus TV air time for your homemade commercial. Second Prize: $500
cash, a OVO camcorder, Best Buy Gift Card, and six months of free bus
rides. Third Prize: $250 cash, a digital camera, digital photo frame, plus
three month's worth of free bus rides.
Ready to go? Start here:

OMNITRANS.O~~

Stephanie Rodriguez/Chronicle

Students learn about the rhythms of the drum in the Union Bay to relieve the stress of classes.
.
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Kenya in turmoil after presidential elections
Adriana Vargas
News Editor
Hundreds of youths armed
with machetes and guns, hundreds
of burnt homes and thousands
homeless are the scenes in Kenya.
More than I ,000 Kenyans
have been killed and 300,000 have
been displaced from their homes,
according to the Kenya Red Cross
Society.
The disputed December 2007
presidential elections, which
brought President Mwai Kibaki to
power for a second five-year term,
have raised tensions across the
country.
Opposition candidate and
favorite to win, Raila Odinga,
rejected Kibaki 's victory and
accused the government of rigging
the results.
Although the unrest was triggered by ·the disputed election
results, ethnic differences came
into play. The current tensions can
be traced back to 2002, when
Kibaki frrst came to power. Kibaki
ended the more than two-decade
Kenya African National Unity
(KANU) party rule, led by
Kenya's second president Daniel

arap Moi.
.
In 2002, Kibaki's National
Rainbow
Coaliton (NARC),
formed by Odinga and former Moi
parliamentary ministers, won the
presidency on a platform to end
corruption, improve the economy
and deliver a new constitution.
However, hope for improvement soon ended when the dynamic duo: Odinga and Kibaki had a
falling out.
It began when Kibaki declined
to honor the Memorandum of
Understanding (MoU), on the
power-sharing structure in the new
government.
Opposition leaders at the time,
led by Odinga, voiced their disapproval of Kibaki's actions.
They further illustrated their
disagreement by urging the country to vote against the government
during the eonstitutional referendum in 2005.
Their victory gave birth to a
new opposition movement: The
Orange Democratic Movement
(ODM), led by Odinga.
When the ODM elected
Odinga as their party candidate,
analysts predicted he would win
the next election, according to a
British Broadcasting Corp (BBC)
release.
After Kenya's Electoral
Commission declared President
Kibaki (now candidate of the Party
of National Unity (PNU) the winner in 2007, protests of Odinga's
supporters evolved into violent
acts of disapproval.
Although the immediate trigger of violence was the election
results, ethnic tension bas dogged
Kenyan politics since its independ-

Courtesy of www.abc.net

Unrest in Kenya was triggered by the disputed election results. Tensions can be traced back to 2002, when Kibaki first came to power.
ence, which is widely believed to
underlie a majority of the violence,
according to the BBC.
Those involved in the violence are mainly people loyal to
Odinga, from various groups
attacking Kikuyus, whom they see
as Kibaki's supporters.
International and domestic
observers such as the U.S. have come
to label Kenya's post election crisis
as ethnic cleansing.
Kenya's 34 million residents
comprise more than 40 ethnic
groups; 22 percent being Kikuyu,
14 percent Luhya and 13 percent
Luo, according to Kenyan statis-

tics.
The government and opposition
are currently involved in talks aimed
at resolving Kenya's political crisis.
The talks, which have been in
progress for the past few weeks, are
being mediated by a team of negotiators led by former U.N. Secretary
Gen. Kofi Annan.
Despite the ongoing talks, the
country has become polarized along
ethnic lines. Thousands of people
have been forced to flee their homes
for fear of attacks from youths still
angry about the outcomes of the elections.
Although the ODM has a major-

ity in parliament, they do not have
the two-thirds required for a vote of
non-confidence in the government
They are calling for fresh elections
and for a transitional administration
to be set up in the meantime.
"Kibaki, however insists that
discrepancies should be fought
through the courts, something the
ODM will not adhere to," according
to the BBC.
"Electoral Commission of
Kenya (ECK) head Samuel Kivuitiu
admitted that he could not say for
sure if Mr. Kibaki won fairly ...."
according to a BBC release.
Observers in Kenya say there

are many reasons to be suspicious
about the official results.
Results were delayed for more
than one day, at a time when Odinga
was leading. Results in some areas
differed when ·lUlllounced nationally
from when they bad been announced
locally, and Kivuitu admitted that
turnout in one area was 115 percent,
according to the BBC.
Once considered "the cradle of
humanity'' and a booming tourism
hub, Kenya has become a crib for turmoil. We can only ask ourselves,
whether Kenya's situation will amount
to another not so pleasing genocide.

Afghan journalist arrested·
Natasha Hamid

·judges and an attorney sitting complained to authorities that
behind their desks," Kambakhsb Kamb~sh was passing around
told the Institute for War and Peace blasphemous articles.
Outcries have been heard Rt!porting (IWPR). "The' death
JSambakhsb and his brother,
around the world against the recent sentence had already been written. Sayed Yaqub Ibrahimi, also a jourdeath sentence ordered to a 23- I wanted to say something, but nalist, continue to uphold that the
year-old Afghan reporter and jour- they would not let me speak.
article in question, which connalism student for allegedly dis"They too said nothing. They tained the alleged blasphemy, had
tributing blasphemous articles.
just handed me a piece of paper on been downloaded from the
Outrage has been sparked by which it was written that I had Internet.
the manner in which Sayd Parwez been sentenced to d.eath. Then
They
maintained
that
Kambakhsh 's
sentence
was armed guards came and took me Kambakhsh was not involved in
announced.
,out of the room, and brought me the production or distribution of
Human rights activists argue back to the prison."
the concerned material.
that his trial was conducted in
Kambakhsh is a third-year
"This article was downloaded
unfair conditions. The young jour- journalism student at Balkh from the Internet. Why should
nalist was given no legal represen- University in Mazar-e-Sharif. He Parwez be punished?" Ibrahimi
tation and no opportunity to also reports for the Jahan-e-Naw urged . "The
court
has
defend himself in a summary trial daily there.
announced its verdict without conthat lasted less than an hour over
He was arrested on Oct. 27, .sidering human justice, the laws of
charges which he denied.
2007 on charges of distributing Afghanistan, or Shari a [Islamic]
Sentencing took place in a anti-Islamic propaganda that was law. It was based solely on the
closed session of the lower court questioning
the
prophet attorney's accusation, and Parwez
of the Balkh region on Jan. 22.
Mohammed's views on, women's was ignored absolutely."
"Guards brought me into a rights 'and the Qur'an.
"I think it's sad that we live in
Students took offense and a world filled with such extremes
room where there were three
on both ends of the spectrum. We
need to evolve as humans or these
kinds of injustices w111 continue to
take pla~e for another century,"
said CSUSB student Eshil Omar.
lbrahimi has brought to light
that he believes Kambakbsh was
targeted in reaction to his own revelations about the power of political and armed factions in northern
Afghanistan.
Kambakhsh remains in prison ·
while the case makes its way
through the higher courts, which
have the power to overturn the
sentence.
ThegovemmentofAfghanistan
is being called upon by the
International
Federation
of
Journalists to intervene in the case to
secure Kambakhsh's release, and to
guarantee that due process will be
followed in any media-related cases.
President Hamid Karzai has
been called upon to intervene personally in the case.
Karzai, who is .attending the
Courtesy of www.daylife.com World Economic Forum in Davos,
People from around the world are crying out for the release of Switzerland, has so far been silent
Kambakhsh from an Afghan prison.
on the case.

Staff Writer
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Do ymlhokl a colkge degree!
Complete your teaching credential in as litde as 9.months, or
be a paid intern teacher while you complete the program.
The College of Education at California State University, SaW
Bernardino has programs in elem~ntary, secondary, IUli~
and special education.
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The truth about your vote
34 electors.
The total amount of people in
the electoral college is 538.
Three are from the District of
It's scary how many people
Colombia.
don't vote.
For a candidate to win the
It's even scarier that those '
who do vote know nothing about electoral college's vote, the candi~
date needs to win 270 electoral
the electoral college.
It would help America if citi- votes.
According to the U.S.
zens knew how much pow~r the
Archives website, there are no
electoral college has. ·
In presidential general elec- extensive requirements to be an
tions, the electoral college usually elector, only guidelines regarding
sides with the majority vote of the what they cannot be.
An elector cannot be in an
people, but it can and has voted for
office seat, a high ranking U.S.
a different candidate in the past. ·
The electoral college uses two official in a position of trust or
different systems for determining profit and can' t be someone who
the casting of electoral votes: the engaged in insurrection or rebelwinner-takes-all system and the lion against the U.S.
district system.
There are a few ways to
·
If a candidate wins the major- become an elector.
The first, and most common
ity of votes in a state that uses the
winner-takes-all system, then all way is to be elected by a party
the electors of the state must vote committee like Democrats or
for that candidate.
Republicans.
Another way is to campaign
The district system elects two
candidates based on who has the for a spot in the state's party convention.
most votes state wide.
Most electors in the electoral
Maine and Nebraska are the
college are politically active in
two states on the District system.
Each state has a number of their party or have ties to presidenelectors equal to its senators -- two tial candidates.
Those ties can be personal or
per state.
political.
The remaining electors ·are
In some circumstances, if a
based on population.
California has 55 electors. candidate cannot win the majority
of votes from the electoral college,
Scott Sanderson
Staff Writer

the decision is then sent to the
House of Representatives.
Having a winner-takes-all system means that a candidate who
wins even up to 50 percent of the ·
popular vote will receive no electoral votes at all.
In California, the winner takes
all 55 electoral college votes.
This would mean that larger
states that abide .b y the winnertakes-all are really taking away
any of the minority side's electoral
college votes unless the electors
disobey the law.
Electors can decline to cast
their vote for a specific candidate,
like the ones who win the popular
vote of their state.
Some have either voted for
alternative candidates or not submmiting a vote at all.
In 2000, Barbara LettSimmons, elector for the District
of Columbia, cast a black ballot for
her vote in protest of the district's
unfair voting rights.
I feel that it is unconstitutional to have kept a system like this in
place for so long.
It seems a little unfair, not to
mention antiquated, and I wish that
more electors would go against. the
winner-takes-all system.
It's time to take the issue to
the Supreme Court so they can
decide if it is unconstitutional or
not.
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Courtesy of www.caglecartoons.com

With all today's advanced medical breakthroughs, we still can't cure the common cold.

Common cold steals $40 billion
I hope, by the time you read
this that I will be over my cold. I
feel miserable. My nose is raw. My
throat hurts. Like I said, miserable.
I don't ask for much from the
federal government. Since we've
got national defense, ·public universities and the postal system
working, I figure I'm getting my
taxes worth.
However, as I sit here with my
handkerchiefs and cold medicine,
I'm wondering, "Where is the cure.
for the common cold?" ·
Sure, the common cold isn't a
very sexy disease to cure. It's
rarely fatal. It's more of an inconvenience than anything. I mean,
I'm still able to go to school. I'm
going to go to work later. If my job
offered sick time,' though, I'd be at
home recovering. I wouldn't be
the only one.

According to estimates from
the federal government's National
Institutes of Health, people in the
United States suffer one billion
colds each year.
The Centers for Disease
Control's website shows that about
22 million school days are missed
by American children eac~ year
due to the common cold. That's
more than 60,000 school years lost
every year, give or take a bunch of
leap years.
NIH scientists point out that
the cold is actually about 200 different viruses, so a vaccine is
unlikely anytime soon, though
research continues. Maybe they
would take cold vaccine research
more seriously if they saw the figures from a study published in
2003 in the Archives of Internal
Medicine about the economic
impact of the cold.
It is $40 billion every year.
That's more than congestive heart

failure ($21 billion), asthma
($ 14.3 billion) and migraine
headaches ($14.2 billion.)
"Because there is no cure for
the common cold it gets far less
attention than many Jess common
conditions," the lead author of the
study told the University of
Michigan Medical School in 2003.
Dr. A. Mark Fendrick also
said that a discovery that could
prevent or stop the cold in its
tracks, "would have a huge clinical
and economic impact, far greater
than for chronic diseases that we
hear about on a regular basis."
People who get the common
cold are usually miserable. And I
want to get better, ·soon.
If the government has to buy
one fewer submarine or establish
one fewer national park to rid me
of the drippy nose, sore throat and
general unhappiness, well, I can
only hope they make the ·right,
cold-free, choice.

.' Think you know the news? Challenge
yourself like never before, and realize
your true potential. Sign up for Comm
243A in the Spring quarter and work as
a staff writer for the Coyote Chronicle!
And don't forget your ambition!
Courtesy of www.learnersonline.com

Reports from the CDC estimate that the common cold costs us $40 billion per year.
.
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Tennis warms up for successful season
Rick Trujillo
Staff Writer

,.

After beginning the season
with tWo wins, the women's tenni~
team hopes to put their first Joss
behind them.
The sea~on opener left a great
taste in the Coyote's mouths as
they pummeled the University of
LaVerne 9-0.
The match marked the debut
of freshman Kara Jenkins who
dominated her singles match in
straight 6-0, 6-0 sets.
Along with Jenkins, freshman
Brittany Choate won her singles
match, 6-4, 6-2 to help the Coyotes
in their victory over the Leopards.
The Coyote's continued to
keep their pace with a win over the
Master's College.
The team came out with an 81 win over the Mustangs.
During the match a come from
behind victory from Dotty Elwell
with a 5-7, 6-4 (10-6) tiebreaker
was a highlight of the game that
displayed the confidence that the
Coyotes are known for.
The only loss against Master's
College came at the hand of their
doubles as Elwell and Choate lost
a close match 8 ~ 5 against the
Mustang's Paula Higuchi and
Jennifer Baughman. ·
Despite the two wins that the
team accomplished, UC San Diego
handed the Coyotes their first loss
of the season.
The team is looking at the loss
as a chance for improvement in the
infancy of the season.

"Playing a team as good as
UCSD can only make us better,"
said Ashley Hulett. "We learn
more from teams that challenge
us."
The UC San Diego Tritons
women's tennis team extended
their winning streak to 41 straight.
The competition coming from
San Diego is the best the that the
Coyotes will face all season.
"We knew that San Diego was
a very good team, and all we could
do was give it our best and see
what would happen," said Leslie
Hom.
One spotlight shining on the
Coyotes ' side for the match was
Jennifer Joy's victory over Ina Dan
of the four-time division champion
Tritons.
Joy continued unbeaten for
the week at No. 1 for the Coyotes.
The victory marked Joy's 46
singles win and earned her the
California Collegiate Athletic
Association Player of the Week
award.
"We hope to bring more confidence next week," said Hom. "We
realize that we have a couple more
league games next week that we
need to win and with confidence
good things will happen."
The team will be hosting their
second league match against Cal
Poly Pomona on Feb. 20 at 2 p.m.
The women's tennis team will
return to the courts for their third
league match on Feb. 23 at 11 a.m.
hosting California State University
of Los Angeles.

t:.,l CalStateTEACH

~1 TEACHER PREPARATION PROGRAM
Are you ready to pursue a

California Teaching Credential?
California State University is offering aunique opportunity combining the
latest technology, home study and group seminars leading to aK-12
Multiple Subjects credential. Intern and student teaching options available.
Please visit our website at:

www.calstateteach.net/a7
Swnmer, Fall, and Spring start dates.
Please check'our website for application deadlines.

t each1ng t 1p .o 23
Life coach takes OrJ a whole new meaning.
Once you complete your bachelor's degree: Azusa Pacific University
offers 26 opportunities at -7 convenient Southern California locations for
you to become a teacher, counselor, coach, or administrator.
APU offers:
• NCATE accreditation for all programs, making APU 1 of only 5
private institutions in California with this distinction.
• Credentials recognized by all 50 states and internationally.
• A program ranked 4"' o/f10ng private California institutions for
number of credentials recommended.
It you are interested in pursuing a degree in another field, APU also
offers additional master's and doctoral programs to help you accomplish
your academic and career aspirations.

To schedule an appointment or attend
an informational meeting:

pi {800) 825-5278 {toll free)
Gftil• www.apu.edu/education/tips
14,@• graduatecenter@apu.edu

Priscilla Cooper/ Chronicle

Freshman Kara Jenkins practices her backhand to prepare for the season ahead and the conference matches the team will face.
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AZUSA PACIFIC
UNIVERSITY

901 E. Alosta Ave.

Azusa, CA 91702

K-12, bachelor's to doctorate, we know teaching.

Coyotes focused on CCAA Championship
Scott Heaton
Staff Writer

t

years by doing very well in the
playoffs and consistently being
ranked in the top 25.
Opposing teams will not take
the Coyotes lightly.
The Coyotes will depend
heavily on three key players:
Pierce, senior guard Lance Ortiz
and senior center Michael Earl.
All three of these players'
average double figures in points
scored and lead the league in at
least one major defensive category.
Earl averages 13.3 points, 5.4
rebounds an.;! has a league leading
47 block shots on the year. He has

the presence down low to dominate the paint, exactly what is
needed to win a championship.
Ortiz is enjoying a very good
year averaging 12.1 points, 4.4
assists and has a league best 59
steals for the year.
Pierce averages 13.3 points
per game and leads the league in
assist/turnover ratio (2.26).
Most impressive, however,
has been the stellar defensive play
by these three players.
Pierce and Ortiz have been
confusing opposing offenses and
causing a lot of turnovers, while

Earl has been forcing players to
take bad shots and making opponents think twice before taking the
ball to the hoop.
The Coyotes have all the
ingredients to be a very dominant
team, but they will have to prove
they can live up to th~ potential.
· CSUSB students and fans get
a chance to see them in action
against two very good opponents.
:rhe Coyotes will play Cal
Poly Pomona this Thursday Feb.
21 at 7:30p.m. and UC San Diego
Friday Feb. 22 at 7 :30 in the
Coussoulis Arena.

Senior guard Marlon Pierce
has shown that he has what it takes
to lead CSUSB men's basketball
team tq the next level.
1
Pierce was named CCAA conference player of the week two
weekends ago.
The next level for the team is
a national championship.
The Coyotes were one game
away from the championship game
last year when they lost by one
point in the semi-finals to the
eventual national champions,
Winqna State.
Pierce averaged 21.5 points,
3.5 >assists and shot '70 percent
from three-point land two weekends ago in leading the Coyotes to
two victories over Cal State
Dominguez Hills and Cal State
L.A.
The wins put CSUSB iri sole
possession of first place In the
CCAA conference.
The Coyotes success has not
gone unnoticed nationally as they
moved up in the national polls to
18.
Pierce has been red hot the
last five games.
He is shooting 60 percent
from three-point land and averaging 18.0 points a game over that
span.
Pierce had a season high of 29
points ill; a victory over UC San
Diego on Jan. 19.
The timing of Pierce's surge is
good for the 'Coyotes as they are
only four games away from the
playoffs.
CSUSB plays two of tqeir :
final four games at home.
At home the Coyotes have
found success with a 7-0 record in
CCAA conference games.
On the road the Coyotes have
a mediocre record of 5-3 in league
games.
CSUSB needs to play better
on the road in order to go far in the
playoffs. There will be even more
pressure. on them because of the
success of the program in recent
years.
.
Priscilla Cooper/ Chronicle
CSUSB has gained national
Senior
Jason
Gilzene
takes
a
shot
against
Chico
State
University's
Shane
Bradley.
notoriety over the past several
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Water polo under the surface
'

'

Enedino Romero Lopez
Staff Writer
unches thrown, elbows
to the ribs, and smacking are some things you
might find in a fight or martial arts,
but they are also · found in water
polo. Water polo is more than just
swimming in the pool, it is underwater combat.
'
Just because you don't see
most of the things going on underwater does not mean that they
aren't happening.
The players are slick and are

P

something
in the
•
uzce
David Radin
Staff Writer

Opinion Piece
he U.S. House of
Representatives took
time out of its busy
schedule this past week to investigate whether a man took drugs to
help him throw a little white ball.
They also wanted to know if
he lied about the alleged drug use,
and whether his wife took drugs
to look more attractive in a
bathing suit.
Ever since the government
solved the Iraq problem, dealt
with our country's homeless and
cured cancer, I can see where they
have all this extra time to investigate ephemera:
Oh, wait, all the country's
problems are still unsolved.
What the ~eck is going on?
If Roger Clemens used
human growth hormone or cow
strength enhancers or rubbed
sheep fat on his pitching arm,
what
is
the
House
of
Representatives doing looking
mto it?
"'Roger Clemens plays a game
for a living.
Clemens has made more
money in his career than a stadium full of.fans will make in their
lifetimes.
He doesn't have the same
concerns over everyday life that
the average American does.
The House should focus on
real issues affecting real people.
Congressmen
Henry
Waxman (D - CA) and Elijah
Cummings (D - MD) can say that
Clemens' alleged behavior might
have an impact on America's children, ~ncouraging them to do
drugs.
\
As a country, are our largest
concerns about our children that
they will take strength-enhancing
drugs?
What are Reps.' Waxman and
Cummings doing .a bout low high
school graduation rates? Or gang
violence?
I understand that Clemens is
famous (various news reports said
he was signing autographs for
Congresspersons and their staffs
before the bearing).
Do Waxman and Cummings
just want to appear on the evening
news?

T

"We tell the girls, not
to be the prey, but to be
the predator. "
getting an advantage without the
referees knowing.
Water polo has many concepts
and strategies to it. It's a lot similar
to basketball in the positions and
tactics.
In water polo, each team has
seven players including a goalie.
The goalie cannot go past the halfdistance line but this player is
allowed to do other things that.the
other six swimmers cannot do. For
example, they have the ability to
touch the ball with both hands, hit
the ball with a clenched fist and
touch the bottom of the pool.
The rest of the six players are
warriors. They are not allowed to
touch the bottom of the pool the
entire game, and usually swim
with someone guarding them at all
times.
Depending on whether a player is on offense or defense, the
positions are almost identical to
basketball. The standard set up
would be a "two-meter" which
would be the same as a center in

There~

Courtesy of Sarah Schweiger

Freshman Jennifer Goetz pressures her opponent in order to give th Coyot
basketball. There are two "wings," .This is called the "eggbeater."
Players say that this is •the
and two "drivers," who play
easy part. It gets tougtJer wtien
around the perimeter of the pool.
The final player is the one someone is in your face.
Being defended is one thing,
'point' person, who defends the ·
opposing team's two-meter p1ayer. but being smacked around under
In order to keep afloat and not water is a lot more difficult to play
touch the bottom of the pool, play- against. Both teams are always
ers swing their legs in circles involved and are guilty of it. Less
below the surface of the water. sneaky players get caught and sent

the 1 -5 win over Whittier College.

to the penalty comer.
The referees and fans can only
see about 15 percent of each player's body. There is a lot of action
going on underwater in that
remaining 85 percent.
The girl's water polo team
here at CSUSB said that there is a
lot of pushing and shoving and
kicking going on, but that's just

part of the game.
Interesting things occur when
other teams punch, grab, elbow,
pinch and even bite.
"We teach the girls to be physical, but not to start anything bad,"
said Coach Tom Finwall. "We tell
the girls, not to be the prey, but to
be the predator."

Women's basketball in hot pursuit
scorer, Brittany Iglehart, they still
made a game of it, trailing closely
Staff Writer
the whole game until the Coyotes
finally
pulled away in the final
he CSUSB women's bas'of the game.
minutes
ketball season is coming
"Their
team definitely kept us
cldse to an end, but it is
playing
hard
and going, they did
not over for them yet.
not
give
up,
but there are times
In the last three games, the
when
we
have
to come together as
Coyotes have been victorious beata
team
and
say
its time to step up.
ing CSU Monterey Bay, CSU
we
did
that
we pulled away
When
Dominguez Hills, and' CSU Los
victory,"
said sophoand
got
the
Angeles by a landslide.
more
point
guard
Ashlee
Ford.
"I am looking forward to closCoyotes
Vanessa
Wilt,
the
ing out the season with a conference title that we deserve to have leading scorer had a g'l!.me high of
this year," said junior forward . 23 points and gobbled up a game
high of 14 rebounds as well.
Rachel Johnson.
Wilt, who ranks among
The Coyotes showed a promising performance, against CSU national leaders in scoring,
rebounding, field goal per.Monterey Bay which led to
centage and blocked
the victory.
shots, connected on 10 of
The Coyotes were up
19 attempts' from the floor.
by I 0 points early in the
Wilt entered the game
first half. The score was
averaging 21.1 points per
23-13 when the team went on a
game and 13.6 rebounds per game
13-2 run to lead 36- 15 at the half.
A remarkable three-point play along with 46 blocked shots and
by freshman Phylicia Egbuna gave 60.8 percent shooting accuracy.
CSU~B now has a two game
the Coyotes their biggest lead for
the night at 55-29 with 10 minutes lead on the two teams tied for third
place.
left in the game.
Against CSU Los Angeles,
. The Coyotes kept pouring on
Wilt
hit seven of 13 field goals and
the punishment as senior Leslie
eight
of 11 foul shots to go along
Pikron contributed 11 points.
with
15
rebounds.
Pikron nailed a three-pointer
Johnson
also contributed with
inside of the three minute mark to
of
six
three-pointers
en route
three
close out a Coyote victory over the
11
point
effort.
to
her
Otters.Tbe Coyote's main assistant
The Coyotes are now 17-4
coach Monica Nolan stepped up to
overall,
11 -3 in conference, 8-0 at
lead the Coyotes to the win due to
home
and
7-3 away with six games
head coach Kevin Becker's being
left in CCAA play.
out on illness.
The team will host Cal Poly
The victory over CSU
Dominguez Hills helped improve Pomona on Thursday Feb. 2 1 at
the Coyotes rank to third in the 5:30p.m. The CCAA quarterfmals
•
Elizabeth Saucedo/ Chronicle NCAA's West Region poll. Despite begin March 4 at Coussqulis
the absence of the Toro 's leading Arena.
The Coyotes women's basketball team looks on during the' final minutes against Chico State.
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The House should
focus on real issues
affecting real people
My guess is yes.
It never hurts a politician to
look tough on crime or drug use,
or alleged drug use.
Plus, the House members
face elections every two years.
The campaigning never ends.
The next time a politician
goes out of their way to keep their
face out of a camera would be the
first time.
Waxman and Cummings
have a laudable- goal.
They, like most everyone
else, want American's children to
enjoy American's game in a drugfree environment.
However, high-profile testimony about what one man may or
may not have done several years
ago and whether he lied about it is
not the way.
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